


Lucky 3+1
A game for Lucky ones!

Lucky numbers and lucky payouts overview
CreedRoomz Introduces a 

New Keno-Type Lottery Game!

Adding innovation and excitement to the lottery 
industry, CreedRoomz presents Lucky 3+1 offering 
a 24-hour uninterrupted live broadcasting lottery.

The game consists of 3 mini machines + 1 big machine. 
There are 10 numbers – from 0-9 in each mini machine, 

and 49 numbers in the big one - 1-49. For certain minutes 
machines pull out numbers. If the players guess the numbers 

correctly and bet on them, and the numbers’ sequence, 
they will have various winnings. 

The highest odds for this game are more than 900x!

The game settings and UI are equally simple and user-friendly, 
so it will be easily integrated into any platform and will surely 
enhance the gaming package. Lucky 3+1 innovates to create 
a 24-hour nonstop live broadcasting lottery, leading the online 

comprehensive lottery industry. The interactive elements of this 
game and the advanced technologies, various bets, and 

entertainment activities allow the operators to maximize their 
profitability and increase the number of players. 

Game Description

Impressive Lucky 3+1 game with extra lucky numbers and 
successful payouts for a whole new winning chain! 



How To Play
So, the Lucky 3+1 game is played with 4 lottery machines: 

3 mini machines for the Lucky 3 game and 1 big machine for 
the Special number game. Thus, the lottery draw includes 

4 numbers in total: lucky 3 figures from 3 mini lottery machines 
and 1 special number from the big lottery machine.

Each draw consists of a set of 3 figures selected from 3 mini machines. 

The big machine gives an outcome in every sixth round of mini machines. 

Each mini lottery machine contains 10 balls numbered from 0 to 9. 

The big lottery machine contains 49 balls numbered from 1 to 49. 

Players win the bet on every number/outcome they predict correctly.

With the help of the switcher, the player can change between Lucky 
Three mode and 1 mode.



Markets and 
Betting types

This multifunctional game, available exclusively from 
CreedRoomz, has a lot of markets and chances to win, 

test success, and intuition.

Here are some of the markets and bets offered in the 
Lucky 3+1 game. The Players can make bets on:

combination of numbers coming out of a particular 
machine,
combination of numbers coming out of a non-particular 
machine,
combinations and sequences, 
even-odd numbers, 
high-low numbers, 
fixed/not fixed combination of numbers,
last two fixed numbers,
first two fixed numbers, and many other possible layouts. 

The player is offered to bet also on 12 tickets with 
a fixed set of numbers from 1-49. 

Each ticket includes 4 to 5 numbers 
(49 numbers are distributed among 12 tickets). 

Players can bet on any of the tickets. The bet wins 
if the winning number drawn from the big machine 
matches any number on the tickets selected by the 

player.



Key technical benefits

Developed by a professional team, with a guarantee on the 
original interface, stable streaming of video, and safety of 
players' information

Equipped with professional Live broadcast devices and team, 
ensuring full-side boot up of camera and providing the most 
realistic experience to players.

Our biggest advantage is our 24-hour not interrupted live 
video draw. On the one hand, we ensure the fairness of the 
game. On the other hand, players can interact with the dealer 
and have a better experience. This is what cannot be 
obtained from the present traditional lottery or online lottery 
platform. By far, there's no similar product available in the 
industry.

Obviously, with the spread of the Internet and 
smartphones, the future of online lottery will be 

unlimited and will keep expanding the market volume, 
becoming another typical case of the Internet changing 

the traditional industry.

Lucky 3 + 1 is a game and entertainment to discover 
the infinity of numbers and the enjoyment of unexpected 

winnings. The interactive elements of this game and 
advanced technology allow players to win multiple wins 

through numbers coming out of 3 mini and 
1 big machine in sequence.

So this is a game about prime numbers and their most 
incredible sequences and combinations.




